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This North Pole village is full of charming places for Santa and his helpers to work and play. Create

a whimsical appliquÃƒÂ©d scene, or stitch one of two smaller scenes using elements from a just a

few blocks.Includes instructions for one large and two small wall hangingsLearn an innovative

color-stacking technique for selecting fabricsDiscover an easy way to make templates and find tips

for tricky appliquÃƒÂ©, plus creative embellishing, quilting, and finishing ideas
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Becky Goldsmith and Linda Jenkins have gained much acclaim for their work. The flourishing

partnership that is now Piece O' Cake Designs began in 1994. Both designers teach and lecture

nationally.Linda Jenkins and Becky Goldsmith have gained much acclaim for their work. The

flourishing partnership that is now Piece O' Cake Designs began in 1994. Both designers teach and

lecture nationally.

As a beginning applique quilter with intermediate sewing skills, getting this book is like being a kid in

a candy store! I don't know which little house to make first!Much of the applique is very teeny-tiny

(e.g. the reindeer antlers, window panes). However, the book gives tips on simplifying these hard

parts (e.g. using twigs or ultrasuede for the reindeer antlers). Actually, the applique is easier than it

looks, and the results are GREAT! It really isn't that much harder to 'cut as you go' (for the thin

spirals). I'm learning a lot of applique techniques by working on this quilt.The book itself is simply a



black and white compilation of the patterns needed to complete the quilt on the front cover.I saw this

quilt completely finished at a quilt show and it is absolutely breath-taking. I spent half an hour just

standing there and looking at all the detail of the quilt. It snagged each person who walked by and

got a lot of attention! If you are looking for a project that will be greatly admired, this certainly is

worth tackling.

Can't wait to start. Great patterns

Good instructions. Just not as enamored with the project as I thought I would be.

Not quite what I expected. will work but if I had seen it in person probably would not have ordered it

Adorable & easy to put together

Worked for me, great Christmas wall hanging and fun to have made!

Love this pattern! I am making them a little larger then shown.

I saw a sample quilt last summer that was similar to this one. It was made with cotton fabric but

each block was embellished with wool. When I saw this book I could picture it with wool highlights. I

am in the process of finding all the needed fabrics and will then start. What a fun project it will be. I

have done applique with Piece O' Cake before and their directions are always easy to follow.
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